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Abstract5

The Compact Reconnaissance Imaging Spectrometer for Mars (CRISM) has proven instru-

mental in the mineralogical analysis of the Martian surface. An essential tool for mineral

identification for this dataset has been the CRISM summary parameters–which use simple

mathematical functions to measure the presence/absence of specific spectral features. While

the CRISM summary parameters and browse products (combinations of specific summary

parameters) have proven valuable in guiding manual analysis, these hand-crafted represen-

tations are not well suited for automated analysis, as CRISM spectral artifacts and noise

negatively a↵ect their performance, making these parameters prone to false alarms. We

propose an unsupervised technique based on Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) to

learn a more discriminative representation from CRISM data, such that simple metrics in

the representation space are su�cient to discriminate between the various mineral spectra

present in the data. We describe a simple pipeline using GAN based representations to map

mineral signatures of interest across the CRISM image database. We show that the features

learned by the GAN are better suited to discriminate mineral signatures in the CRISM

database compared to the summary parameters and classical similarity metrics. Finally, we

validate the technique over a subset of CRISM images over the Jezero crater and NE Syrtis

regions of Mars.
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1. Introduction8

The Compact Reconnaissance Imaging Spectrometer for Mars (CRISM) (Murchie et al.,9

2007) measures the electromagnetic energy scattered by the Martian surface in the Visible10

to Near-Infrared (VNIR) wavelength range (0.362 � 3.920µm) at a spatial resolution of11

18m/pixel and a spectral resolution of 6.55nm/channel. CRISM data analysis has enabled12

researchers to identify phyllosilicates, e.g., minerals like kaolinite, hydrated silica, and a13

variety of Fe/Mg and Al-smectites (Mustard et al., 2008), mafics, e.g., olivine, high-calcium14

pyroxene, and low-calcium pyroxene (Skok et al., 2012), Mg-carbonates (Ehlmann et al.,15

2008), sulfates (Wendt et al., 2011), together with several other species (Ehlmann and16

Edwards, 2014). The clearest mineral detections from CRISM data have been compiled in17

the Minerals Identified through CRISM Analysis (MICA) (Viviano-Beck et al., 2014) library.18

The most common tool used by practitioners for mapping the spatial distribution of19

minerals in CRISM images is the set of the spectral summary parameters (introduced initially20

by Pelkey et al. (2007) and later revised by Viviano-Beck et al. (2014)). Each parameter21

measures the strength of a specific spectral feature (such as an absorption band, a doublet,22

or a slope). Practitioners combine groups of three summary parameters, referred to as23

browse products, which are RGB composites suggestive of specific mineralogies. Despite24

their widespread use, summary parameters exhibit limitations in capturing subtle absorption25

features (refer to Viviano-Beck et al. (2014) for the “caveats” associated with each summary26

parameter) and are adversely a↵ected by noise and spectral artifacts. We discuss such27

limitations in Sec. 1.1.28

The sheer size of the CRISM image database (which contains more than 10000 images)29

designates automated mineral identification and mapping of CRISM images as one of the30

most urgent and compelling tasks for the community. There are several techniques in the31

literature that combines summary parameters with a more or less automated rule-based sys-32

tem to identify/map the minerals present in the CRISM image dataset. One such technique33

was described by Carter et al. (2013) for identifying the presence of weak hydrated mineral34

signatures in the spectral range 1.7�2.6 µm. After a variety of preprocessing steps (such as35
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destriping, continuum-removal, spurious pixel removal, etc.), the technique subtracts the av-36

erage column spectrum from the current pixel and performs continuum removal to highlight37

weak mineral absorptions. Following this, spectral summary parameters are calculated, and38

the presence of an individual mineral is identified by using a rule-based system based on39

whether specific summary parameters are enhanced while others appear to be suppressed.40

Allender and Stepinski (2017) introduced another approach–the technique applies superpixel41

segmentation (Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher, 2004) on the image cube made up of the sum-42

mary parameter representations for each CRISM pixel, to find spatial regions that manifest43

similar summary parameter representations, thereby reducing data complexity and minimiz-44

ing noise artifacts. In the next step, an anomaly detection algorithm, DEMUD (Wagsta↵45

et al., 2013), is used to find pixels that have the most enhanced and diverse parameter46

representations. Following this, the parameter representations of these extreme points are47

subjected to a thresholding operation to ensure that only the significantly enhanced param-48

eter values (relative to the rest of the image) are preserved. Finally, mineral identifications49

are performed by using a look-up table to compare the enhanced parameters in the image50

anomalies to the enhanced parameters of known mineral signatures.51

While these methods have had some success in identifying minerals present in CRISM52

images, they inherit the limitations ascribed to summary parameters. Furthermore, the53

set of rules necessary to identify specific mineral species (Clark et al., 2015; Allender and54

Stepinski, 2017) require significant time and expertise by practitioners. Automating such a55

process is very di�cult. Finally, a new set of rules is needed for every new feature of interest56

or a di↵erent noise or artifact environment.57

A di↵erent group of automated mineral identification methods uses various definitions of58

similarity between pixel spectra and exemplars (or prototypes) from a library of established59

CRISM mineral identifications or laboratory measurements to perform mineral mapping by60

identifying the most similar exemplar to each pixel. Parente et al. (2011) described one such61

method successfully employed for automated identification of mafics–the technique mod-62

els absorption bands of the continuum-removed target spectrum using various automated63

Gaussian curve-fitting techniques. The fit of the target-spectrum is then compared to the64
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fit of various library exemplars. Gilmore et al. (2011) proposed a technique that first applies65

a superpixel segmentation algorithm (Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher, 2004) to a CRISM66

image cube and then identifies exemplars as the extreme pixel spectra at the “corners” the67

data cloud (image endmembers) by applying the Sequential Maximum Angle Convex Cone68

(SMACC) (Gruninger et al., 2004). Finally, the algorithm uses a spectral angle similarity69

to generate the maps corresponding to the di↵erent image endmembers identified in the70

previous step.71

Another approach using spectral similarity is the Dynamic Aperture Factor Analysis72

for Target Transformation (DAFA/TT)(Lin et al., 2018). DAFA/TT is an extension of73

Factor Analysis for Target Transformation (FA/TT) introduced by Thomas and Bandfield74

(2017), which applies the methods described by Malinowski (2002) to hyperspectral image75

data. Factor analysis assumes that all the spectra in a dataset (e.g., an image cube) can76

be expressed as a linear combination of some independently varying components obtained77

via an eigenvalue decomposition of the data. The technique further ranks the various inde-78

pendent components in terms of importance based on the eigenvalues associated with each79

eigenvector and uses di↵erent criteria to identify a specific set of significant eigenvectors. In80

the target transformation stage, the technique calculates a linear least-squares fit of various81

library spectra using the significant eigenvectors. If the Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE)82

between an exemplar spectrum from a library and its reconstruction using the significant83

eigenvectors is below a certain threshold, it is concluded that the library spectrum is a possi-84

ble endmember for the cube. While FA/TT has had some success in identifying the mineral85

components present in the image, it cannot produce mineral maps. DAFA/TT attempts to86

address this shortcoming by performing FA/TT on windows/apertures of di↵erent shapes87

and sizes to ensure that the exact region where a mineral is present may be established.88

Overlapping identifications over many di↵erent windows/apertures is used to identify the89

exact spatial extent of each mineral. The FA/TT and DAFA/TT application for CRISM fo-90

cus the detections for minerals with characteristic absorption in the spectral region between91

1.7� 2.6 µm.92

The attractiveness of spectral-similarity-based techniques is in the interpretability of93
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their results. Practitioners are very accustomed to assessing the similarity of CRISM pixels94

to spectral exemplars from libraries. While the simple formulation of metrics such as the95

Euclidean distance, RMSE, or spectral angle divergence (SAD) contributes to the intuitive-96

ness of these methods; it also makes such metrics ine�cient at capturing the dissimilarity97

of spectra from di↵erent mineral families exhibiting a large number of common spectral98

features, as we will show in Sec. 1.2.99

In this paper, we propose an approach to mapping CRISM pixels according to their100

similarity to exemplars. The similarity metric is not computed directly on the spectra101

but on their representation learned by training Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs)102

(Goodfellow et al., 2014) on a large set of CRISM observations. GANs are known to be103

extremely flexible models capable of learning to represent a variety of complex datasets.104

Therefore they have been previously used for terrestrial hyperspectral images in various105

capacities such as a 3D feature extractor (Zhang et al., 2018), for pretraining a classifier106

(Zhan et al., 2017), and data augmentation by generating additional examples of various107

classes (Zhu et al., 2018). Given the success of these models in such a large variety of tasks,108

it is expected that the representation learned by these models will be highly discriminative109

and will overcome the limitations of applying similarity metrics to spectra. To this end,110

we will show (in Sec. 3.5 and 3.6) that our GAN-based technique outperforms methods111

like summary parameters and the spectral-similarity analysis in the spectral space. Another112

benefit of this approach is that once training is completed, which is a one-time task, the113

mapping procedure only includes a forward pass through a convolutional neural network114

and the calculation of a similarity metric; thus, the mapping process is rapid. Furthermore,115

the new mapping technique can easily incorporate any novel spectra of interest without any116

additional training, creation of rules, etc. We will describe a simple pipeline to identify and117

map some known mineral spectra in CRISM images and show the results on a set of around118

75 CRISM images.119

The rest of the paper is divided as follows. In Sec. 1.1, we will illustrate some of the120

common issues occurring with summary parameters. Sec. 1.2 will describe the limitations121

of the discriminative power of similarity metrics on spectral measurements. Sec. 2 will122
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Figure 1: Application of summary parameters to CRISM Data (A) RGB Composite of FRT97E2

with the kaolinite deposit highlighted (B) The spectrum of the kaolinite deposit (C) Summary

Parameter MIN2200H on CRISM data denoised by (Itoh and Parente, 2021)–in spite of the image

being denoised the summary parameter map appears quite noisy and displays large parameter

values for many pixels other than the highlighted deposit.

provide the reader with a brief introduction to Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs).123

Sec. 3 describes the GAN based feature extractor and the full pipeline used to generate124

the mineral maps. We will also show the improved performance of the feature extraction125

pipeline relative to classical methods. In Sec. 4, we will illustrate the mapping performance126

of the proposed method over CRISM images from the Jezero Delta and North East Syrtis.127

Finally, in Sec. 5, we will draw conclusions and describe avenues for further improvements.128

1.1. Issues with classical Summary Parameters129

Due to the presence of noise and spectral artifacts in CRISM pixel spectra, the spectral130

summary parameters are known to trigger false alarms (i.e., high parameter values are also131

observed for spectra not exhibiting the feature which a particular parameter was designed132

to capture). As an example, we will focus on a subset of the CRISM image FRT000097E2,133

shown in Fig. 1 (A). This image contains a small deposit in the bottom right corner area134

(highlighted in yellow in Fig. 1 (A)), spectrally consistent with kaolinite. The spectrum135

of a typical pixel in this deposit (shown in Fig. 1 (B)) exhibits a clear doublet at 2.2µm136
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Figure 2: Pixel spectrum with the highest score for the summary parameter MIN2200 from CRISM

data denoised by (Itoh and Parente, 2021)–The spectra highlighted in pink show a very high value

of the parameter MIN2200H but show no evidence of the characteristic 2.2µm kaolinite absorption

which is highlighted in green in Fig. 1 (B)

(highlighted in green in Fig. 1 (B)), which is typically used to identify the presence of the137

mineral kaolinite. The summary parameter MIN2200 was designed to detect the presence138

of this specific spectral feature. The map for MIN2200 generated from the CRISM data139

(post aggressive denoising using a method recently proposed by Itoh and Parente (2021))140

is shown in Fig. 1 (C) where pixels with high parameter values are shown in white. While141

pixels corresponding to the deposit exhibit high parameter values, many other pixels share142

the same property. Fig. 2 shows plots of some of the spectra for high-scoring pixels. Notice143
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Figure 3: Application of conventional metrics for comparing spectra from (A) the same mineral

class (B) Di↵erent mineral classes

that almost half of these spectra do not exhibit the characteristic 2.2µm doublet (the spectra144

without the doublet are highlighted in red in Fig. 2).145

1.2. Issues with Similarity Metrics146

Classical similarity metrics are designed to capture global di↵erences between numerical147

vectors (a distance, an angle). Mineral identifications, on the other hand, are based on a148

notion of similarity that involves the presence/strength of absorption features within specific149

wavelength ranges. The two spectra in Fig. 3 (A) display absorption features at 1.4µm150

(indicating the presence of the hydroxyl (OH�) ion), 1.9µm (indicating the presence of water151

in the lattice), and 2.3µm (which indicates the presence of Fe-OH), considered together these152

cues lead to an identification of nontronite for both spectra. Continuum and band depth153

di↵erences in Fig. 3 (A) are due to grain size variations and not mineralogy. The red154

spectrum in Fig. 3 (B) instead has an absorption at 2.2µm (which indicates Al-OH), which155

leads to mineral identification of montmorillonite even though continuum and the other156

absorption bands are similar. Unfortunately, classical similarity measures do not capture157
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these semantic di↵erences. This is illustrated in Fig. 3, where both the Euclidean distance158

and the spectral angle between the two nontronite samples (shown in Fig. 3 (A)) are159

larger than their values between the nontronite and the montmorillonite sample (shown in160

Fig. 3 (B)). This phenomenon has been observed when comparing many mineral families161

(Saranathan and Parente, 2016).162

2. A brief introduction to Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs)163

Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) (Goodfellow et al., 2014) are a strain of unsu-164

pervised (models that do not require any prior knowledge of labels) neural network models165

called generative models. Generative models learn to represent the (probability) distribution166

of input data from a set of training samples (Goodfellow, 2016). In particular, GANs do167

not learn an explicit functional representation of the data distribution but instead learn to168

describe a stochastic process to reproduce data samples (Mohamed and Lakshminarayanan,169

2016). { N.B.: For more information on generative models readers are referred to Section II170

in Goodfellow (2016) and the references therein.}

Figure 4: The general GAN scheme1

171

The core idea of the GAN is to set up a zero-sum game between two players. The first172

player is a neural network referred to as the generator. The generator takes a low dimen-173

sional vector consisting of random numbers drawn from a uniform distribution as input and174

1This figure has been extracted from the blog “An intuitive introduction to Gen-

erative Adversarial Networks (GANs)”, available online at freecodecamp.org/news/

an-intuitive-introduction-to-generative-adversarial-networks-gans-7a2264a81394/
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attempts to generate samples that appear to be drawn from the true data distribution. The175

other player is a neural network known as the discriminator, which attempts to distinguish176

the real data samples from the generated samples. The general framework of a GAN is177

shown in Fig. 4. Model training consists of two steps: (i) discriminator training, in which178

just the discriminator is trained to discriminate between real data samples and samples179

generated by the generator; (ii) Generator Training, in which the generator is chained with180

the discriminator (such that the output of the generator is the input to the discriminator)181

and the generator is trained to “fool” the discriminator, i.e., to generate samples which the182

discriminator identifies as real. In this stage, the weights of the discriminator are frozen.183

These two training updates are alternated until an equilibrium between the two players can184

be found. At the equilibrium, the discriminator will be unable to discriminate between real185

and generated samples.186

The most common application of GANs has been for image datasets (Goodfellow et al.,187

2014; Radford et al., 2015). Recently GANs have become very common in a variety of fields188

such as medical image processing (Iqbal and Ali, 2018), audio synthesis (Engel et al., 2019),189

and hyperspectral image processing (Zhan et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2018; Zhu et al., 2018).190

3. GAN Processing Pipeline for CRISM Data191

GANs are known to be a powerful tool, that at convergence, are capable of generating192

samples which are indistinguishable from the real data samples. Since our purpose is mineral193

mapping rather than sample generation, we will need to extract a rich representation from194

the GAN, which can help us with the task of mineral discrimination. For this purpose, let195

us focus on the discriminator; the main task of the discriminator is to be able to separate196

“real samples” from the “generated samples”–to achieve this aim, the discriminator must197

learn a very rich representation of the real data. Since this representation is so rich in198

describing the data, a similarity analysis performed on the representation learned by the199

discriminator is far more potent than the similarity analysis performed in the original data200

space (Larsen et al., 2015). We will attempt to leverage this knowledge and train a GAN201

on CRISM data to enable us to extract a representation capable of discriminating between202
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the various species of mineral spectra seen in the CRISM dataset. In this section, we will203

describe all the aspects involved in training the GAN, extracting a representation for each204

spectrum from the GAN, and the processes involved in using this representation to generate205

mineral maps corresponding to the exemplars. We will also comment briefly on ancillary206

tasks like denoising and spatial smoothing that can make significant contributions to the207

quality of the maps. Finally, we will show both qualitatively and quantitatively the improved208

discrimination of the GAN based representation.209

3.1. CRISM Image Denoising210

Even the most advanced version of the data from the CRISM PDS2 (Murchie et al.,211

2009), i.e., the Targeted Empirical data Record (TER) (Seelos et al., 2016), is a↵ected by212

instrument artifacts and residual atmospheric absorptions. To minimize these distortions, we213

first mitigate atmospheric contributions and noise by using the novel technique introduced214

by Itoh and Parente (2021). This method uses a linear sparse unmixing approach (Itoh215

and Parente, 2017) to model each CRISM pixel as a combination of a convex background216

and a surface absorption spectrum. Further, the surface absorption spectrum is modeled217

as a non-negative combination of various library endmembers. The model then uses the218

di↵erences between the real CRISM pixel spectrum and the modeled pixel spectrum and219

the available atmospheric transmission data to denoise the CRISM pixel spectra. In general,220

pixel spectra show significant improvement in the signal quality post the correction (Itoh221

and Parente, 2021).222

3.2. Training the GAN based feature extraction pipeline223

In this subsection, we will describe all the steps involved in training a GAN on CRISM224

data. The training includes preprocessing steps like continuum-removal and elimination of225

flat or “unremarkable” spectra, as well as the creation of a dataset that is ideal for learning226

a discriminative representation. Finally, we will describe the actual training of the GAN and227

2https://pds-geosciences.wustl.edu/missions/mro/crism.htm
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Figure 5: Flow chart describing the GAN Processing Pipeline for CRISM data

show some qualitative results of the generator to verify convergence. The complete training228

scheme is shown in the top (green) panel of Fig. 5.229

Continuum Removal: The continuum of a spectrum often encodes little information230

about the composition of a sample; rather, it is a↵ected by factors such as illumination and231

acquisition conditions. Further, features that are important for mineral identification, such232

as band depth, shape, and position of the minima, are modified by the continuum, which233

makes the mineral identification even harder (Parente et al., 2011). Continuum removal234

focuses the processing on the absorption bands by eliminating these distorting e↵ects and235
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enhancing the depth of diagnostic bands (this is shown in Fig. 5). Since continuum spectra in236

the short-wave infrared (SWIR) are generally convex or flat, we can estimate the continuum237

by fitting a set of convex line segments (a convex hull) to the spectrum (Clark and Roush,238

1984). We estimated the convex hull by using the iterative algorithm described in De Berg239

et al. (1997). Finally, we eliminate the continuum from the spectrum by ratioing the pixel240

spectrum at a specific wavelength with the continuum value at that same wavelength.241

Eliminating Unremarkable Spectra: Many of the pixel spectra in the CRISM242

database appear to have no obvious absorption features. As such, we define continuum243

removed pixel spectra where the smallest value (> 0.99), i.e., the largest absorption, is less244

than 1% of the continuum as “unremarkable”. This threshold is chosen based on empirical245

observations on the noise level in CRISM data. Such noisy or “unremarkable spectra” are246

eliminated from both training and testing.247

Creating the Training Dataset: To further minimize the ill e↵ects of the various248

noise and distortion processes, we train the GAN model on noise-free approximations of the249

CRISM spectra, containing clear mineral absorption features una↵ected by noise3. Training250

on such noise-free data allows the model to focus its full descriptive power on capturing the251

mineral absorption features present in the CRISM data instead of the noise features. Also,252

to further ensure that the model is exposed to as much of the spectral variation present253

in the CRISM data as possible, we draw over a million spectra from the ⇠30 CRISM254

images which show the clearest mineral identifications, i.e., the images from which the255

MICA identifications (Viviano-Beck et al., 2014) were made. Each spectrum in this dataset256

contains the mineral absorptions in the spectral range 1.0� 2.6µm over 240 spectral bands.257

258

Training a GAN on Spectral Data: Since we are focused on processing CRISM pixel259

spectra, we will attempt to train a GAN (in particular, the generator network) to generate260

samples that are indistinguishable from continuum-removed CRISM pixel spectra. As such,261

the major di↵erence between the GAN mentioned in this section and classical GANs is that262

3Such approximation as available as a byproduct of the algorithm described in Itoh and Parente (2021)
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Figure 6: The architecture of the GAN used for CRISM Data

this GAN is defined on 1D spectral data rather than 2D image data. In particular, we modify263

the popular Deep Convolutional Generative Adversarial Network (DCGAN) (Radford et al.,264

2015) for 1D dimensional data. In this case, the generator accepts a vector drawn from R50
265

as an input, which are then followed by a single dense layer and four convolutional layers,266

as shown in the generator portion (green half) of Fig. 6. The generator’s output is a single267

spectrum with the same dimensionality as the spectra in the training set (i.e., a vector in268

R240). On the other hand, the discriminator accepts a spectrum drawn from R240 as its269

input and decides whether the spectrum is from the real dataset or not.270

The complete network architecture is shown in Fig. 6. Each Convolutional layer is also271

followed by batch normalization (to stabilize training by normalizing the input of each unit272

to have zero mean and norm-1) (Io↵e and Szegedy, 2015) and dropout (to minimize overfit-273

ting by randomly dropping a specific fraction of weights at each training step) (Srivastava274

et al., 2014). We use convolutional networks for both the generator and the discriminator,275

with a convolutional stride of 7. Overall, these networks have approximately 1 million pa-276

rameters. Following this, in each iteration, we alternatively train both the discriminator and277

the generator.In each step, we use a batch size of 256 and train the model to convergence.278

In our experiments, it takes approximately 250000 training iterations for the model to reach279

convergence. On a machine with one TITAN Xp GPU 4, the full training process takes280

4Titan Xp is a registered trademark of the NVIDIA Corporation. Full specs on the Titan Xp can be
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Figure 7: Comparison of Real Continuum Removed Spectra from CRISM Images (top row shown

in blue) to Continuum Removed Spectra generated by the Generator (bottom row shown in red)

around 6 hours. At equilibrium, the GAN is able to produce continuum removed spectra,281

which are very similar to the real continuum removed CRISM spectra. In Fig. 7, we compare282

some generated spectra (shown in red on the bottom row) to some real continuum removed283

spectra from the training set (shown in blue on the top row). Note, in particular, that the284

generated spectra appear to be drawn from the same distribution as the real spectra, and285

have the same characteristic absorption features as the real spectra. The only di↵erence286

appears to be a small amount of extra noise in the generated spectra.287

Extracting a Discriminative Representation: As we have previously discussed, we288

are going to use the discriminator to generate a rich and discriminative representation for289

each spectrum. Similar to previous e↵orts (Radford et al., 2015), we use the output of the290

penultimate layer of the discriminator as the representation learned by the discriminator.291

We then perform a similarity analysis (comparison) between the representation of known292

mineral spectra (referred to as “exemplar spectra”) and the representation of test spectra293

(which we wish to label).294

found at https://www.nvidia.com/en-us/titan/titan-xp/
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3.3. GAN based Mapping Pipeline for CRISM Data295

In this section, we describe the process that generates mineral maps for CRISM images.296

The steps involved in mapping are shown in the lower (orange) panel of Fig. 5. The only297

major di↵erence in the mapping stage (relative to the training stage) is that we use the298

CRISM pixels for processing–this is necessary as identifications should be made on actual299

CRISM pixels, and only if the absorption features are clear in spite of the noise.300

Preprocessing: The preprocessing stage of the mapping pipeline includes procedures301

such as denoising, continuum removal, and flat-spectrum removal, which have been described302

previously. An additional step we include in the mapping procedure is a band normalization.303

This step is necessary as the mineral identification is based on the shape and position of304

various absorption features as opposed to the overall size of the bands, which is a↵ected by305

physical factors. Therefore, we normalize each spectrum so that the smallest value in each306

continuum removed spectrum is the same. This ensures that the decision on similarity is307

only made based on band shape and position.308

Feature Extraction and Similarity Analysis: In this stage, for each pixel, we extract309

the representation from the discriminator and then match the exemplar features, and the310

image pixel features using cosine similarity5. Now for each image pixel, we have a vector311

of similarity scores (with respect to each of the exemplars). If the original pixel spectrum312

exhibits similar absorption features as the exemplar, their feature vectors from the GAN313

will also be similar, and they will share a higher cosine similarity. (This will be illustrated314

in Sec. 3.5).315

Identify Best Guess: First, we threshold the similarity scores such that all scores316

below 0.707 are set to 0 (as a score below this level indicates that the pixel representation317

subtends an angle > 45� from the exemplar). Then, we also zero out all but the highest318

score in the similarity vector for each pixel. Any non-zero score in the similarity vector319

identifies the spectrum as closest in shape to a specific member in the exemplar library.320

Separating Best Guesses into Di↵erent Confidence levels: The cosine similarity321

5the cosine similarity is defined as 1 � SAD.
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calculated over the previous stages provides us a degree of confidence in our detection over322

various classes. Pixel-spectra with very high similarity (i.e., cosine similarity > 0.95) to the323

exemplars are referred to as the identifications. Empirically we have verified that the pixels324

labeled as identifications have the same absorption features (in terms of band positions,325

band shapes, band minima, etc.) as the exemplar, such that based on visual analysis, an326

expert would also classify the spectrum as being similar to the exemplar. The next level327

are pixels, which we refer to as guesses, guess pixels have an intermediate similarity to328

the exemplar (0.85 < cosine similarity < 0.95). The spectra also show moderately high329

similarity to the exemplar in terms of the mineral absorption features, but there are certain330

clear di↵erences. In most cases, these di↵erences are not significant enough to produce a331

changed class assignment from an expert (di↵erences such as a change in the relative size of332

the hydration band, etc. will a↵ect spectral similarity but will not a↵ect an expert’s labeling333

of the pixel spectrum). In some instances, the changes in relative band size, etc. may a↵ect334

the labeling, and as such, the guesses need to be manually investigated to ensure perfect335

accuracy. {N.B.: This issue is described in Appendix A}336

3.4. Spatial Averaging for Noise Reduction337

Despite the various steps taken to minimize the e↵ects of atmospheric distortions, in-338

strument artifacts, and noise, the CRISM pixel spectra are still noisy. For images denoised339

using the Itoh and Parente (2021), much of the noise appears to be zero mean, i.e., a simple340

spatial average is quite successful in reducing the noise and highlighting subtle absorption341

features. While spatial averaging has significant value in noise reduction, it can average out342

the spectra from some small mineral deposits. To leverage the value of spatial smoothing for343

noise reduction while at the same time not missing out on small but clear mineral deposits,344

we perform the mapping on CRISM images with di↵erent levels of spatial averaging. We345

perform the mapping with no averaging, 3⇥3, and 5⇥5 box averages for the CRISM images.346

Finally, a composite map is generated based on all three maps. In cases where there are347

no conflicts between the various maps, the detection is made based on the map with the348

highest score. In scenarios where there are conflicts, we stay with the detection made by349
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the map with the least smoothing. This ensures that both objectives of noise reduction and350

preservation of small deposits are achieved.

Figure 8: The representations learned by the GAN for various endmembers from the MICA Library

(A) Fe-Olivine (B) Mg-Carbonate (C) Kaolinite and (D) Al-Smectite

351

3.5. Improved Discriminability with GAN features352

A prerequisite for mineral discrimination with the GAN representations is that the rep-353

resentations generated by the model for various “exemplars” are su�ciently di↵erent. Fig. 8354

shows the representations learned by the model for some minerals from the MICA Spectral355

Library. Note that the representations learned by the model for each of the “exemplars”356
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Figure 9: Illustration of the discriminative power of the GAN representations using a target CRISM

I/F spectrum (blue) and a couple of MICA exemplars (Fe-Smectite (green) and Al-Smectite(blue))

(A & B) Similarity analysis in CRISM I/F space (C & D) Similarity Analysis in the Continuum

Removed CRISM I/F space (E & F) Similarity Analysis in the GAN representation space

are quite distinct from each other in a variety of ways such as: (i) the number of non-zero357

features; (ii) the profile of where the features have large values as opposed to smaller values;358

and (iii) the average values of the features etc. Note that even in the case of mineral signa-359

tures which are very similar to each other, the representation learned by the models is quite360

di↵erent, e.g., the minerals kaolinite (shown in Fig. 8 C) and Al-Smectite (shown in Fig.361

8 D) both have characteristic absorptions at 1.4, 1.9 and 2.2µm, with minor di↵erences in362

the band shapes at 1.4 and 2.2µm where kaolinite appears to have a doublet (an absorption363

band with two local minima) as opposed to an absorption band (with a single minimum)364

since the bands are in the same position cosine similarities are expected to be similar.365

On the other hand, the representations of two spectra have di↵erent numbers of non-zero366

features and completely di↵erent profiles (the Al-Smectite profile appears to have large values367
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Figure 10: Identifying the kaolinite spectra shown in Fig. 1 (B) in the CRISM Image FRT97E2

(A) RGB Composite of CRISM Image 97E2 (B) Similarity Map using GAN Representations (C)

Pixel spectrum with the highest similarity to the target Spectrum

in the middle, while the large values are more spread out for the kaolinite). The enhanced368

di↵erences between even the similar spectra in the representation space are essential for369

discrimination. We illustrate the improved discrimination of the GAN representation using370

an example shown in Fig. 9. We compare a target spectrum (shown in blue in Fig. 9) to371

both MICA Al-Smectite (shown in red in Fig. 9) and MICA Mg-Smectite (shown in green in372

Fig. 9). Initially note that even though the target (blue) has an absorption at 2.2µm, which373
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Figure 11: The Classification performance on the simulated dataset under the various regimes (A)

Regime-1 (CR + SAD) (B) Regime-2 (CR + Norm. + SAD) (C) Regime-3 (CR + GAN Rep. +

SAD) (D) Regime-4 (CR + Norm + GAN Rep. + SAD)
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indicates Al-type smectite, the SAD of the spectrum with the MICA Al-Smectite is larger374

than with the MICA Mg-Smectite (which has absorption at 2.3µm instead). On performing375

the continuum removal, the position of the bands becomes clearer, further supporting this376

determination; despite this, the SAD with the MICA Mg-Smectite is still smaller (shown in377

Fig. 9 (C) and (D)). Finally, in Fig. 9 (E) and (F), we show a plot that holds both the target378

spectrum’s representation and the corresponding MICA endmember’s representation. Note379

that the MICA Al-Smectite and the target spectrum are very similar in the representation380

space, while the MICA Mg-Smectite representations sometimes have high values where the381

target representation is low and vice versa. This is reflected in the values of the SAD, where382

the target pixel is much closer (almost by an order of magnitude) to the Al-Smectite.383

Finally, we illustrate the superiority of the representations to the summary parameters384

by once again returning to the task of identifying the kaolinite bearing spectrum (shown in385

Fig. 1 (B)) in the CRISM image FRT000097E2. Notice that the similarity map generated386

using SAD in the GAN representation space shown is in Fig. 10 (B) identifies the deposits387

containing the kaolinite like spectra, with significantly lower noise than the parameter maps388

in Fig. 1 (C). This is also reflected in the pixel spectra with the highest similarity to the389

target spectrum, as shown in Fig. 10 (C), all of which have clear kaolinite like features390

at 2.2 µm. Unlike the summary parameters, there are no false alarms, i.e., there are no391

pixel-spectra without the kaolinite like feature.392

3.6. Performance Analysis on a Simulated Dataset393

To provide a quantitative estimate on the improved discrimination when using SAD in394

the GAN representation space, we created a simulated dataset that mimics the CRISM image395

dataset as much as possible. For this purpose, we first selected the spectra corresponding396

to 10 of the most commonly seen minerals in the CRISM image database. Following this,397

each (pixel) spectrum was modeled as a linear mixture of up to 5 of these pure mineral398

signatures. For each mineral class, we generated 10000 mixed samples where the specific399

mineral is dominant (i.e., > 70% by weight). Following this we simulated the photometric400

e↵ects by dividing each spectrum by a scaling factor. The presence of dust was modeled401
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then by randomly mixing each spectrum with a small fraction (between 0 � 30%) of a402

bland spectrum (i.e., a flat spectrum with no clear absorption features). Finally, the e↵ects403

of the noise and any remaining atmospheric artifacts must be simulated. We used the404

modeling done as part of the denoising process (Itoh and Parente, 2021). We have a library-405

based modeled spectrum corresponding to each pixel spectrum in the CRISM image from406

the denoising process. The di↵erence between the denoised pixel spectrum and the model407

spectrum provides an estimate of the noise and other residuals uncorrected by the denoising408

technique. We generated a database of residual vectors by extracting residual vectors from409

multiple images. To each spectrum in the simulated dataset, a residual vector is chosen410

at random and added. In this simulated dataset, all the spectra with the same dominant411

mineral can be considered members of a single class.412

Now that we have a simulated dataset as well as a library with the pure mineral spectra,413

we set up a simple classification test wherein we evaluated the SAD between the mixed414

spectra and the pure mineral spectra and assigned to each of the simulated spectra the label415

corresponding to pure mineral spectrum it is closest to in terms of SAD. We performed this416

test under four regimes: (1) CR + SAD; (2) CR + Norm. + SAD; (3) CR + GAN Rep. +417

SAD; (4) CR + Norm. + GAN Rep. + SAD. In the first regime (CR+SAD), we performed418

continuum removal on both the simulated spectra and the pure spectra and directly used419

the SAD to perform the classification. In the second regime (CR + Norm. + SAD), we used420

both continuum removal and the band normalization (mentioned in the ’Preprocessing’421

portion of Sec. 3.3) before performing the classification using the SAD. In the third regime422

(CR + GAN Rep. + SAD), we performed continuum removal and then extracted the GAN423

based representation for both the pure mineral library and the simulated dataset, and the424

SAD-based classification was performed in this space. In the final regime (CR + Norm.425

+ GAN Rep. + SAD), we performed both continuum removal and band normalization426

before extracting the GAN representation, and the SAD-based classification was performed427

in this representation space. Finally, the estimated labels were compared to the true labels428

to estimate the various regimes’ performance.429

The results of each of these regimes in terms of confusion matrices are shown in Fig. 11430
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(A)-(D) (where the entry in row i and column j is the fraction of the samples which belong to431

class i that were predicted as being in class j). Notice that regime-1 (CR + SAD) performed432

rather poorly (see Fig. 11 (A)). On the other hand, when we added the normalization in433

regime-2, the performance improved quite significantly (see Fig. 11 (B)). The only issues434

appear to be for minerals without sharp absorptions such as LCP/HCP or minerals like435

hydrated silica, which get confused with Al-Smectite, which have absorptions in the same436

spectral regions. Using the GAN representation in Regime-3, the performance was already437

superior to the previous two regimes (see Fig. 11 (C), but the best results are obtained in438

Regime-4, which includes both the normalization and the GAN representation (see Fig. 11439

(D)). This experiment clearly underlines the value of both the GAN based representation440

and the various normalization steps in improving mineral discrimination.441

4. Mineral Mapping of CRISM images from Jezero Crater and North East Syrtis442

The representation’s power to discriminate various mineral spectra was tested on some443

CRISM images near the landing site for the Mars 2020 mission–Jezero Crater (E:18.4463,444

W:77.4565) and the nearby North East Syrtis (E:17.8899, W:77.1599) region.445

4.1. Creating Exemplar Libraries446

Mg-Olivine Fe-Olivine Mg-Carbonate
Low-Ca

Pyroxene

Monohydrated

Sulfate

Jarosite Gypsum Kaolinite Al-Smectite Fe/Mg-Smectite

Prehnite
Hydrated

Silica

Polyhydrated

Sulfate
Illite Talc

Serpentine Epidote Analcime
Hydroxylated

Fe-Sulfate

High-Ca

Pyroxene

Chloride Margarite Hematite

Chlorite Ca/Fe-Carbonate H2O-Ice CO2-Ice Bassanite

Table 1: List of mineral spectra from the MICA Library chosen as exemplars. The minerals colored in pink

are excluded as they are not suitable, and the minerals colored in red have been left for future use
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We initially choose to map the spectra in the MICA spectra library described by Viviano-447

Beck et al. (2014). These mineral detections have been verified by consensus in the com-448

munity. The complete list of spectra from the MICA library used as exemplars is shown449

in Table. 1. Some of the MICA library minerals were excluded as they were not suitable450

for our technique; such minerals are colored in pink in Table. 1. For e.g., the spectrum451

corresponding to the mineral Hematite is excluded as its characteristic absorption bands are452

outside the spectral range 1.0�2.6 µm, which is the region of interest in this study. Further,453

the minerals Margarite and Chlorite have been excluded as the pixel spectra associated with454

the detections appear flat and do show any absorptions in the spectral range 1.0� 2.6 µm.455

The other minerals marked in red were not considered at this stage. In addition to the456

known MICA spectrum, we also include some mixed spectra that have been identified in457

the scenes by expert analysis, such as the hydrated silica-bearing spectrum identified by458

(Tarnas et al., 2019). Additionally, we are also participating in community e↵orts such as459

“the CRISM Fandango” (Parente et al., 2019a,b) to generate improved mineral mapping460

validated by consensus across various mineral identification/mapping techniques and ex-461

pert analysts (Improved mapping products from these e↵orts will be described in a future462

publication).463

4.2. Mineral Detection map for the CRISM image FRT000093BE464

First, let us analyze the mineral detection maps generated by using the GAN represen-465

tations for a single CRISM image–for this purpose, we choose the CRISM image FRT93BE466

(E:19.2363, W:76.3465). This image is in the Jezero watershed area and shows significant467

mineral diversity and provides an excellent test case to analyze the automated mineral de-468

tections technique’s performance using the GAN representations. These results are shown469

in Fig. 12. Fig. 12 (A) shows an RGB Composite of the scene, while Fig. 12 (C) shows a470

browse product made of CRISM summary parameters where R: OLINDEX, G: BD2500, B:471

D2300, wherein pixels which appear white (with a greenish tinge) represent Mg-Carbonate,472

pixels which are blue identify Fe/Mg-Smectite or Serpentine and red pixels would identify473

olivine. Note that the summary parameter map appears quite noisy, and identifying the474
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Figure 12: GAN based Mapping of the CRISM image (A) RGB Composite of the image FRT93BE

(B) Mineral Map using the GAN pipeline for FRT93BE (C) CRISM parameter browse product for

FRT93BE (R: OLINDEX, G: BD2500, B: D2300) (D) RGB Composite of the image FRT97E2

(E) Mineral Map using the GAN pipeline for FRT97E2

Figure 13: Comparison of mineral spectra for the image FRT93BE identified using the GAN

representation to the exemplar spectrum for the minerals (A) Mg-Carbonate (B) Fe/Mg-Smectite

(C) Olivine/Mg-Smectite Mix (D) High-Ca Pyroxene (E) Fe-Olivine
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Figure 14: Comparison of mineral spectra for the image FRT93BE guessed using the GAN rep-

resentation to the exemplar spectrum for the minerals (A) Al-Smectite (B) Epidote (C) Kaolinite

(D) Hydrated Silica (E) Poly-Hydrated Sulfate

presence of small deposits in this map would be quite hard. On the other hand, the mineral475

map generated using the GAN representations, which is shown in Fig. 12 (B) is far less noisy476

and clearly identifies the various mineral deposits (the minerals identified by the di↵erent477

colors are shown in the associated legend). Also, note that the olivine bearing units are not478

visible in this browse product. The boldly colored pixels in Fig. 12 (B) represent identifi-479

cations, while lighter coloration indicates guesses. It is also observed that the regions of480

high confidence identifications are surrounded by areas containing guesses or mixed classes,481

which agrees with our expectations of optical mixing, which leads to the presence of mixed482

classes or variations at the edges of various deposits. The regions identified as Mg-Carbonate483

and Fe/Mg-Smectite by the GAN representation (shown in Fig. 12 (B)) have quite a good484

correspondence to the appropriate regions in browse product (shown in Fig. 12 (C)) while485

showing clearer margins and separations between the various classes. The detection map can486

further identify a variety of other minerals as well without needing to generate/analyze more487

browse products. Also, when considering overlapping images, we note that the deposits of488

similar shape and mineralogy are identified across multiple images. To illustrate this, we489

show the CRISM image FRT97E2 in Fig. 12 (D) and (E), from which we note that deposits490
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of similar mineralogy and extent are seen across the images.491

We also need to ensure the pixel spectra of the regions chosen by the GAN representa-492

tions as identifications have the same absorptions as the “exemplar”. Comparing the pixel493

spectrum identified in the CRISM image FRT93BE as Mg-Carbonate, Fe/Mg-Smectite,494

olivine/Mg-Smectite Mix, High-Ca pyroxene, and Fe-olivine are shown in Fig. 13. We see495

that the spectra have identical absorption features across di↵erent spatial deposits to the496

“exemplars”. The only di↵erences are in factors like brightness, slope, etc., which have no497

bearing on the mineralogy. On the other hand, if we look at the spectra from the guess498

classes shown in Fig. 14, there are some di↵erences in the absorption features, which reduces499

the model confidence. For example, while the detected spectra in Fig. 14 (A) and (B) have500

the bands at the same spectral location as the “exemplars” the characteristic absorptions501

are not as clear/deep. The detected spectrum in Fig. 14 (C) shows an additional absorption502

feature at 2.3 µm compared to the exemplar. Similarly, in Fig. 14 (D), the bands are not503

as deep as the exemplar (especially the band at 1.9 µm), and in Fig. 14 (E) the hydration504

band (at 1.9 µm) is not as deep, and the faint shape at the end of the spectrum around505

2.5 µm is not as clear. In general, the guesses have many of the same absorption features506

as the associated “exemplar”, but these spectra also exhibit some di↵erences as described507

above. As such, the “exemplar” chosen is interpreted as the spectrum in the library that is508

closest to the given spectrum.509

4.3. Composite mineral maps using CRISM images510

As previously mentioned, we created mineral detection maps for some of the CRISM im-511

ages near Jezero Crater (E:18.4463, W:77.4565) and North East Syrtis (E:17.8899, W:77.1599).512

Figs. 15 and 17 show the detection maps overlayed on the various CRISM images in the513

region. It shows that the dominant mineralogy in these sites are the Mg-Carbonates (shown514

in green in Fig. 15 and 17) and Fe/Mg-smectites (shown in cyan in Figs. 15 and 17). There515

are also some olivine-smectite Mixtures in both sites (shown in salmon in Figs. 15 and 17).516

The detected spectra for these minerals from across various images are shown in Figs. 16517

and Figs. 18 and 19. The spectra from the di↵erent minerals have the same characteristic518
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Figure 15: Mineral Identification Maps for the region around Jezero Crater–the pixels identified as

minerals are shown by the colored pixels, and the proposed landing site is marked in yellow.

Figure 16: Identified Mineral Spectra from/near Jezero Crater (a) Fe-Olivine (b) Mg-Carbonate (c)

Fe/Mg-Smectite (d) High-Ca Pyroxene (e) Olivine-Smectite Mixture (f) Serpentine
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absorption features as the exemplar spectrum, which validates these detections. The North519

East Syrtis region appears to have a significant amount of high-Ca pyroxene (shown in or-520

ange). The spectra for high-Ca pyroxene is shown in Fig. 16 (D) and Fig. 18 (D) appears521

to generally have the same shape as the “exemplar”, but there are some detections which522

appear to have a significantly di↵erent slope, but these spectra have the same shape in terms523

of the continuum removed spectra.524

Additionally, there are jarosite deposits (shown in pink in Fig. 17) in the CRISM image525

HRLB8C2. The jarosite spectra from the image HRLB8C2 is shown in Fig. 19 (E) (This526

detection agrees with previous detections mentioned in (Ehlmann and Mustard, 2012)).527

There is also evidence of serpentine in a few images, and the spectra associated with the528

mineral is shown in Fig. 19 (A). There is also some Low-Ca pyroxene (shown in dull yellow529

in Fig. 17) in some images in the North East Syrtis regions. The detected low-Ca pyroxene530

spectra are shown in Fig. 18 (C). Various other minerals such as epidote, Al-smectite,531

kaolinite, etc. are found in much smaller deposits, but the spectra show clear similarities to532

the specific “exemplar” spectra.533

4.4. Known Limitations and Workarounds534

The main limitation of the mapping technique described here is that it is a spectrum535

mapping technique instead of a mineral mapping technique. There is a subtle di↵erence536

between the two, as mineral identification is generally made based on the presence of specific537

absorption features. There may/may not be some other absorption features that indicate538

some alteration of the mineral in question that is not su�cient to change the mineral identi-539

fication. E.g., some spectra tend to have an additional feature at 1.9 µm based on whether540

the mineral in that region was hydrated. While this feature appears quite prominently in541

the mineral, the presence/absence of this feature is not generally used by the experts to542

make a specific mineral identification.543

Another example of this is for the Mg-Carbonates, as shown in Fig. 20 (A), where the544

identification is made based on of the bands at 2.31 and 2.51 µm (bands at the black lines545

in Fig. 20 (A)), but the spectra often show some variation in the other spectral regions in546
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Figure 17: Mineral Identification Maps for the region around North East Syrtis.

Fig. 20 (A) see the band sizes at 1.34 and 1.9 µm. These di↵erences are further enhanced547

in the case of the continuum removed spectra (shown on the bottom row), and as such, the548

model is unable to identify the green spectra as “similar” to the blue or “exemplar spectra”.549

Another associated problem with the method is since all decisions are made based on550

the continuum removed spectra; any errors in the continuum removal process is detrimental551

to the performance. This is mainly a problem as the CRISM spectra sometimes appear to552

have some concavity at low and high wavelength ranges. These concavities appear as small553

bands in the continuum removed spectra, making mineral identifications hard, particularly554

when the absorption features of interest are also small. An example of this is shown in Fig.555
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Figure 18: Spectra of minerals seen across many images from/near North East Syrtis (a) Mg-

Carbonate (b) Fe/Mg-Smectite (c) Low-Ca Pyroxene (d) High-Ca Pyroxene (e) Kaolinite (f) Poly

Hydrated Sulfate

20 (B), where we have two spectra that appear to have the same absorptions in the CRISM556

I/F space but in the continuum removed space, and we see a band in the low wavelength557

range of the blue spectrum. Also, note that the “fake” band is similar in size to the smallest558

absorption bands in the spectra, and this makes mineral discrimination hard in these cases.559
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Figure 19: Spectra of minerals seen across few images from/near North East Syrtis (a) Serpentine

(b) Olivine + Mg-Smect Mixture (c) Hydrated Silica (d) Al-Smectite (e) Jarosite (f) Epidote

Figure 20: Known issues with the GAN based automatic identification (A) Inter Class variability

(B) Continuum Issues (C) Ratio problems

This problem can be thought of as artificially increasing the spectral variability of a class.560

Note that both the above problems cause the model to “miss” out on identifying some561

possible mineral spectra (i.e., these are false negatives) as opposed to misidentifying a pixel562

as belonging to a di↵erent class (or false positives). Additionally, one can work around563

these issues by augmenting the exemplar library to contain examples relevant to each class’s564

spectral variants. This would ensure that the model can identify all the di↵erent mineral565

phases present in the data. {N.B., the exemplar library used to create the maps shown in566

the previous section has been enhanced by including variants for the di↵erent MICA classes567

to improve mineral identification}.568
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Another limitation of the technique is that it can only make detections if the absorp-569

tion features are present in the CRISM I/F data. A common procedure used in manual570

mineral identification is ratioing , wherein the pixel spectrum of interest is ratioed with a571

neutral spectrum (i.e., a spectrum with no absorption features) to remove instrument based572

distortions and increase the spectral contrast of the data. In some cases, the ratioing may573

induce/eliminate certain spectral features in the ratioed spectra, leading to mineral identi-574

fications. An example of this is shown in Fig. 20 (C), where both the numerator (blue) and575

denominator (red) spectra are shown in the top row while the ratio (black) is shown in the576

bottom row. Note that the band at 2.5 µm is present in the ratioed spectra and appears to577

be in line with the convexity in denominator spectra at that wavelength. The continuum578

removed spectra, in this case, shows no evidence of this band, and the model is therefore,579

unable to find such spectra in an automated manner.580

5. Conclusions and Future Work581

In this paper, we introduce a novel technique for automatic mineral identification in the582

CRISM image database. To perform these identifications, we use the representation learned583

for such data by an unsupervised machine learning technique–the Generative Adversarial584

Networks. We show that in the GAN representation space, points that lie close to each other585

are more likely to have the same absorption features and, therefore, a similar mineralogy586

instead of points in the original CRISM I/F space. We also show that these representations587

are more robust to noise than the CRISM summary parameters (which can be thought of588

as a hand-crafted representation space). Finally, we show that by placing simple proximity589

thresholds in the representation space, we can identify the presence of di↵erent mineral590

spectra in these CRISM images. The GAN representation based technique for automated591

mineral identification has several advantages over existing methods, namely: (1) These592

detections are completely automated; (2) The user can search for any spectrum of their choice593

without retraining the network or needing a new rule-based system; (3) The features show594

far better discrimination than simple methods like summary parameters or similarity metrics595

in the spectral space; (4) Getting the representations and detections from this pipeline is596
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very fast. In the future, we will attempt to extend the model to detect not spectra from597

the MICA Spectral database but also spectra from a variety of spectral libraries (USGS,598

RELAB, etc.). Additionally, we will also focus on the continuum removal to ensure that599

the slope issues are mitigated and do not a↵ect discrimination. We will analyze the GAN600

to understand why the GAN features have improved discrimination in terms of mineral601

identification and analyze if this can be improved. We will also add a numerical evaluation602

of the performances of the chosen thresholds using statistical techniques such as ROC, etc.,603

to see if better thresholds can be chosen for analysis. We will also continue to participate604

in e↵orts such as those described in Parente et al. (2019a,b) to enable a higher level of605

validation and analysis from the community.606
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Appendix A. E↵ect of Spectral Variability of Mineral Identifications711

Figure A.21: Possible issues with Guesses (A) Continuum removed MICA spectra (B) Target Pixel

Spectrum

Consider an example where the guesses may contain some conflict with expert labeling.712

The target spectrum (shown in Fig. A.21 (B)) has absorption features at 1.4, 1.9, and713

2.2µm. The only spectra in the exemplar library with absorption features at the same714

spectral ranges are the (MICA) Al-smectite and kaolinite (shown in Fig. A.21 (A)). The715
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target spectrum has similarities and di↵erences with each of the “exemplar” spectra. The716

shape of the bands at 1.4 and 2.2 µm are more similar to the kaolinite spectrum, while the717

size of the hydration band and the size of the hydration band relative to the other bands718

are more similar to the Al-smectite. Based on these features, the model considers the target719

spectrum closer to the Al-smectite, whereas in this specific case, the shape of the features720

at 1.4 and 2.2 µm may be considered more important in identifying the mineral family the721

target spectrum belongs to. That said, the hydration (indicated by the band at 1.9 µm)722

levels are unlike common kaolinite spectra. Further, features like the size of bands relative723

to each other are important factors in the identifying various mineral families. As such, this724

example illustrates the need to further analyze these guess classes so a decision can be made725

as whether the guess spectra is in the same class as the exemplar, is mislabeled, or is a new726

class entirely.727
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